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Existence and a partial characterization of perfect splines of minimum norm, 
related to totally positive kernels, are obtained by a unified method applicable to 
the class of monotone norms (norms for which /f(x)/ < 1 g(x)/ implies lifll< jl g/l). 
The method is based on the duality between this problem and best .!,I- 
approximation, which provides a pointwise improvement theorem for perfect 
splines. Similar results are obtained for norms induced by inner products by the 
equivalence between this case and the self-dual case of perfect splines of minimum 
L’-norm. The knots and zeros of the minimal perfect splines are then used in 
choosing best tensor-product approximations to totally positive kernels in a norm 
which is a tensor product of a monotone norm and the Lr-norm. Also n-widths and 
optimal spaces in the sense of Kolmogorov and Gelfand are obtained for integral 
operators with totally positive kernels via the minimal perfect splines. These results 
generalize known results for the L%orms, 1 <p < oo, to monotone norms and to 
norms induced by inner products. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Perfect splines of minimum norm are of central importance in the theory 
of n-width for classes of functions related to integral operators with totally 
positive (TP) kernels, and also in optimal tensor product approximations to 
such kernels. 
Given a TP kernel K(x, y) E C( [a, b] x [c, d]), a perfect spline with knots 
c=y, <y, < ... <Y,, <Y,,+, =d is defined as 
4,(x) = Id K(x, Y> h,(y) dy, (-l)‘h,(Y) > 0, 
c 
.Yj <.Y <.Yf+l, O<i<n, (1-l) 
with h, E L*[c, d]. 
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Existence of perfect splines of minimum LP-norms, 1 <p < co, leading to 
various n-width results, is proved in [ 121 for TP kernels satisfying certain 
additional assumptions on the independence of their sections. Also optimal 
tensor product approximations to the kernel K in norms of the form 
Ill.k VIII = [j [ jcd If(x, Y)l q dx ] 'lp (1.2) 
are obtained in [ 121. The case p = 00 is investigated in [ 111. 
The present work provides a unified method for the derivation of the 
existence and a characterization of perfect splines of minimum norm. The 
method we use is independent of the explicit form of the norm and applies to 
the wide class of monotone norms (norms for which IfI < ] g/ on [a, b] 
implies llfll < II gll). C onsequently also n-widths results and tensor product 
optimal approximations to bivariate functions are obtained for monotone 
norms. 
Our method of proof is based on the duality between the problem of 
perfect splines of minimum norm and best L’ approximation. This duality is 
the key to an “improvement heorem” for perfect splines, in analogy to 
known “improvement theorems” for monosplines (6, 151. The knots of the 
perfect spline of minimum norm are characterized as a fixed point in R” of 
an “improving” transformation, based on the canonical points for best L’ 
approximation by weak Chebyshev systems [lo]. This transformation is 
used in [2] to prove the uniqueness of perfect splines of minimum L ‘-norm 
for a certain class of kernels. 
For extended TP kernels this approach yields the existence and a charac- 
terization of perfect splines of minimum norm for all monotone norms. For 
TP kernels such results are obtained only for various subclasses of monotone 
norms, depending on the smoothness and the independence of the sections 
K(+, y), K(x, .) of the kernels. In particular it is shown that for a certain 
subclass of monotone norms containing the LP-norms, 1 <p < co, the 
present method of proof requires weaker assumptions on the kernels than 
those needed for the proof in [ 121. 
The self-dual case of perfect splines of minimum L’-norm related to 
symmetric kernels, with its specific structure, provides a tool in the analysis 
of perfect splines of minimum norm for norms induced by inner products. 
The latter case is proved to be equivalent to the former under certain 
conditions on the kernel and the inner product. 
The results on perfect splines of minimum norm and the ideas in the 
proofs are analogous to those in [ 151 dealing with monosplines of minimum 
norm corresponding to extended TP kernels. The central role of best one- 
sided L l-approximation in the analysis of the monospline case is replaced by 
best two-sided L ‘-approximation in the present analysis. 
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In Section 2 we introduce the main concepts and notations, cite several 
results, and derive the correspondence between the properties of the kernel 
and the set of monotone norms for which the forthcoming analysis applies. 
In Section 3 we obtain the existence and a characterization of the minimal 
perfect splines for monotone norms, and also the specific structure of the 
self-dual case corresponding to the L’-norm. Using this structure we 
investigate in Section 4 perfect splines of minimum norm for norms induced 
by inner products. 
The results of Section 3 are used in Section 5 in the derivation of best 
tensor product approximations C;=, ui(x) vi(y) to TP kernels K(x, y) in 
norms of the form 
where ]I. ]] is a monotone norm, and h 2 0, h E L” [c, d]. 
Also in this section n-widths of Kolmogorov and Gelfand type are 
computed via the results of Section 3 and 4 for two classes of functions, 
K,= dK(~,~)~(~)dyloEL”[c,d], l~(v>l<O),~E: [c,dl 3 
! 
K,= X(x, Y) g(y) dy I g E X, II gll < 11, 
where XC L’[c, d] is normed by a monotone norm ]] f I]. 
For the class K, under the assumptions of Section 3, we obtain the two 
types of n-widths, with respect o monotone norms by a method similar to 
that in [ 121. For the Kolmogorov n-width the extra assumption of strict 
convexity of the monotone norm is required. Without this assumption on the 
monotone norm, the n-width of Kolmogorov type is obtained only for the 
restricted set of approximiting functions (K(., y) ( y E (c, d)}. This is done by 
the characterization of perfect splines of minimum norm as minimal 
functions from the wider class of functions 
! 4, + 2 ~iK(x,yi) I Ui E R, i= l,..., n, c < ~1 < ... <y,<d . i=l i 
Both types of n-widths are found to equal the norm of the minimal perfect 
splines and the corresponding optimal spaces are related either to the set of 
knots or the set of zeros of a minimal perfect spline. Similar n-width results 
for the class K, are obtained, under the assumptions of Section 4, for inner 
product norms. Results on the n-width of the image of the unit ball in inner 
product spaces are well known (see, e.g., [9] and references therein). The 
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results here for the class K, are new and extend those known for the L2- 
norm [12]. 
For the class K, the n-widths are computed with respect o the L ‘-norm 
by introducing a dual norm to that defining K,. The results in this case are 
dual to those in the previous case: the roles of the Kolmogorov and Gelfand 
n-width are interchanged, and the n-widths and optimal spaces are related to 
perfect splines corresponding to the kernel KT, which are minimal with 
respect o the dual norm. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we introduce several concepts and notations, cite three 
results, and derive several preliminary results necessary for the proof of the 
existence and characterization of perfect splines of minimum norm. 
A central concept to this work is that of totally positive kernels [ 51. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A kernel K(x, y) E C([a, b] x [c, d]) is termed totally 
positive(TP)ifforanyx=(a~x,...<x,~b),y=(c~y,<...<y,~d), 
n> 1, 
K(x, ,Y,> ... W, ,Y,) 
K(x,,Y,) a.. W,,Y~) 
> 0. (2.1) 
If in (2.1) there is strict inequality for all choices of x and y as above, the 
kernel is termed strictly totally positive (STP). 
Any n functions of the form {K(x, y,), i = l,..., n ) or ( K(xi, y), i = l,..., n ) 
constitute a weak Chebyshev system if K is TP and a Chebyshev system if K 
is STP [5]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A system of functions U = (u, ,..., u,) is a weak 
Chebyshev system on [a, b] if U c C[u, b] and 
u, ,.a-, u, 
( 1 
%(X1) ... FAX,> 
E >O (2.2) 
x, Y-*.9 x, I, ... 4l(xn) 
for any a <x, < ... < x, < 6. The system U is termed a Chebyshev system if 
there is always strict inequality in (2.2). The dimension of U is the 
dimension of the span of the functions in U. 
For U = {u, ,..., u, } a weak Chebyshev system, C* (U) denotes the cone of 
functions (f } such that {ui ,..., u,, sf } is also a weak Chebyshev system for 
&= fl, c(u)=c+(u)uc-(U). 
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For K E CrVo([a, b] x [c, d]) and for x = (a <x, < ... <x, < b) with no 
more than r+ 1 repetitions of the same point and for 
y =,(c <y, < *** < y, < d), we introduce the following notations: 
(i) The matrix 
(2.3) 
with 
li = max(v / xi-,. = xi). (2.4) 
A kernel K is termed ETP of degree r + 1 in x on ]a, b] x (c, d) if deter- 
minants (2.3) are positive. 
(ii) The two systems of functions 
K(Y) = {K(x,Y,), i = I,..., nl, (2.5 1 
K[x] = $K(x,,y), i= l,..., m 1, 
i 
(2.6) 
which are weak Chebyshev systems in case K is TP [S 1. 
Following [ 121 we introduce the concept of nondegeneracy of a kernel K. 
Here we need a refinement of this concept with regard to multiplicities of 
points. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set of points a <x, < se. <x, < b is termed to be of 
order r if points in (a, 6) are repeated at most r times and the endpoints 
(a, b} at most once. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A kernel K E C”*‘( [a, b] x [c, d]) is nondegenerate of 
order r in x on (a, b) (on [a, b]) if for any n > 1 and any 
x=(a<x,<*.. < x, < b), (x = (a < x, < *. * < x, < b)) of order r + 1, the 
dimension of K[x] is n. 
A similar definition holds for nondegeneracy in y. For the case of 
nondegeneracy of order 0 in both variables on (a, b) x (c, d), this property is 
weaker than the one in [ 121. 
The technique used in the next section for the investigation of perfect 
splines of minimum norm is independent of the particular nature of the norm 
and is applicable to monotone norms defined by the property 
L g E C[a, bl, If( G I %&)I~ x E I@ bl =a llfll G II 4. 
Norms for which l]fll < /I gl] withf, g as above and f f g are termed “strictly 
monotone.” The L”-norms 1 <p < co are strictly monotone. 
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Best approximation by monotone norms are studied in [7,8], where the 
following two results are proved: 
RESULT A [7]. Let 1) .)I b e a monotone norm defined on C]a, b] and let 
f, g E C[a, b] satisfy If(x)] < j g(x)], x[a, b], with equality only at the zeros of 
g. Then ]]f]] < ]] g]] whenever g f 0. 
RESULT B [8]. Let {u),..., un} cC(a, b] be such that {u ,,..,, u,,\ and 
{u I ,***, u,,- , ) are Chebyshev systems on [a, b] and let u* be a best approx- 
imation to f E C[a, b] from the span of (u, ,..., u,) in a monotone norm. If 
f - u* has only isolated zeros in [a, b], then 
-q,,,,(f- u*> 6 
where Z”rO,b,( f) denotes the number of isolated zeros off in [a, b], counting 
twice zeros in (a, b) where f does not change sign. 
This count of zeros in case of general monotone norms requires in the 
forthcoming study of perfect splines of minimum norm a finer analysis than 
that needed for the LP-norms, 1 <p ( co, for which 2 in the above result 
can be replaced by the number of simple zeros in (a, b). 
For ease of formulation we refer in the following to a system of functions 
and to its span by the same symbol. The following result is concerned with 
best approximation in the L ‘-norm by weak Chebyshev systems: 
RESULT C [lo]. Let U= (u ,,..., u,} c C[a, b] be a weak Chebyshev 
system of dimension n on [a, b] such that for every a < x, < . . . < x, < b 
wn{f(x,Lf(x,) IE C(W) = R”. 
Then for any g(x) > 0, meas(x Ig(x) = 0) = 0, there exists a unique set of 
points a = t,, < r1 < .a* < rn < r,,+ , = b with the property 
q7 (-l)i Tit’ 
,+s i 
z+(x) g(x) dx = 0, j = I,..., n. (2.7) 
Ti 
For this set of points 
det (::I:::: :I) > 0 (2.8) 
and the best approximation to any f E C(U) from U in the Li-norm 
is the unique interpolant to f from U at the points 5, ,..., 5,. 
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Remark 2.1. For K(x,y) TP on [a, b] X [c, d] and nondegenerate of 
order 0 in y on (c, d), and for any a <x, < .+. <x, < b such that K[x] is a 
weak Chebyshev system of dimension n, the system K[x] satisfies the 
assumptions of Result C. To see this, observe that K(x, .) E C(K[x]) for 
xE(a,b),andthatforanyc<y,<...<y,<d 
wn1(W,y,),..., W,Y,)) I x E (a, b)l = R” 
by the nondegeneracy of K in y on (c, d). 
In Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we assume that K E Cr3”([a, b] x [c, d]) is a TP 
kernel, nondegenerate of order I in x on (a, b) and of order 0 in y on (c, d). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 
4,(x> = I” KG, Y)~(Y) dy, 
c 
where fE Lco[c, d] satisfies (-l)‘f(y) > 0, yi < y <yi+ ,, i = 0 ,..., n, for 
c=y, <y, < *-* <Y” <yn+* =d. Then 4, E C(K(y)). Moreover if 
meas { y If(y) = 0) = 0, then any function of the form 
U(X; Y, a) E $,(x) + i a/K& Yi> 
i=l 
(2.9) 
has at most n zeros in (a, b) counting multiplicities up to order r + 1. 
This lemma can be proved by the method used for the case r = 0 in [ 11, 
Lemma 7.11. As a direct conclusion we obtain 
LEMMA 2.2. Under all the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, the set of zeros 
a <x,(x,<... < x, ( b, with multiplicities counted up to order r + 1, of 
any function of form (2.9), has the property that 1 Q n and 
rank K (i::::::,“:) = 1. (2.10) 
Moreover, if I= n, then for any x E (a, b) - (x, ,..., xlt } 
sgn[u(x; y, a)] = (-l)i(X), where i(x)=max(iIxi<x}, xo=a. (2.11) 
Proof Assume to the contrary that for a function v of form (2.9) with 
zerosa<x,<x,<... <x, < b there exists m < 1 such that 
rank K =m=rankK (f::::::il), (2.12) 
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and choose a <r, < ... < r,-, < b to satisfy (< ,,..., r,-,) c (a, b) - 
lx , ,..., x,}, and 
(2.13) 
This choice is possible by (2.12) and the assumptions on the 
nondegeneracy of K. 
In view of (2.13) there exists u E K(y) interpolating v at xi, ,..., xi,, 
<r ,..., c,-, . This u vanishes at xi, ,..., xi, and by (2.12) also at x, ,..., x,, and 
therefore u interpolates u at x1 ,..., x,, <, ,..., <,-,. Thus u - u, which is also 
of form (2.9), has n - m + 1> n zeros, counting multiplicities up to order 
r + 1, in contradiction to Lemma 2.1. 
Now if I = n, then by (2.10) 
A=detK (“,::::::G:)#O, 
and 
u(x; y, a) = + det q$,K(.,y,),..., K(.,Y,,) 
x, x, ,***, X” 
proving (2.1 I). I 
Remark 2.2. Under the stronger assumption that K is also 
nondegenerate of order r in x on the closed interval [a, b], and/or of order 0 
in y on [c, d], Lemmas 2.1, 2.2. hold for zeros a < x, < ..a < x, < b of order 
r+ 1 in [a,b], and/or for c<y, < ... <y,<d. 
A direct consequence of Result B, Lemma 2.2, and Remark 2.2 is 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let K E C’*“([a, b] x [c,dJ) be STP and non- 
degenerate of order 1 in x on [a, b], and let #Y be defined as in Lemma 2.1. 
Then any best approximation u* to 4, from K(y) in any monotone norm 
satisfies 
zb,id$, - u*> = n. 
Moreover, the zeros a < cl < . . . < &, < b counted in (2.14) satisfy 
(2.14) 
detK (f::::::k )+O. 
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This property of the best approximation to the perfect spline #Y, expressed 
in the last corollary, is essential in the analysis of perfect splines of minimum 
norm. Since such a property cannot be stated for all TP kernels and all 
monotone norms, in the absence of an analogous result to Result B for weak 
Chebyshev systems, we associate an appropriate class of norms to each TP 
kernel. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For a given TP kernel K(x, y) E C’,‘([a, b] x [c, d]), 
the class of norms N(K) consists of all the monotone norms with the 
property: For any c <y, < ... < y, < d such that K(y) is of dimension n, 
there exists a best approximation u * to q5Y from K(y) such that #Y - u * has n 
zeroes a < <, < ... < &, < b of order r + 1 satisfying 
detK (::l:::‘: )+O. (2.15) 
Thus the class N(K) consists of all the monotone norms whenever K is 
STP on [a, b] x [c, d], and nondegenerate of order 1 in x on [a, b]. Of 
course this is also the case when K is extended totally positive. 
Furthermore, this definition and Lemma 2.2. imply 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K E C([a, b] x [c, d]) be TP and nondegenerate of 
order 0 in x and y on (a, b) and (c, d) respectively. Then N(K) contains all 
the monotone norms of Lp type, namely, the monotone norms with the 
property that for any f E C[a, b] and any weak Chebyshev system of 
dimension n, U c C[a, b], there exists a best approximation to f from U, 
interpolating f at n distinct points in (a, b). In particular, N(K) contains all 
the Lp-norms, 1 < p < a. 
It is possible to prove that for TP kernels in C’*‘( [a, b] x [c, d]) which are 
nondegenerate of order 1 in x on [a, b] and of order 0 in y on (c, d), the class 
N(K) contains the wide class of decomposable monotone norms. These are 
norms with the property that for any m > 0 disjoint open intervals in (a, b), 
I, ,...’ Jm 7 it is possible to find points, a = x0 < x, < .. + < x, < x,+ , = b, 
n > m + 1, containing all the boundary points of I, ,..., I,, such that 
Ilf II [a.b] = Nn,xlllf Il~xo,x,, )a..) Ilf II,x”,xn+,l 1. (2.16) 
In (2.16) N,,, is a monotone norm defined on K”+’ and )] f I~,x,,~~,+l, is a 
monotone norm of the restriction off to [xi, xi+ ,I. 
An example of decomposable monotone norms is furnished by norms of 
the following type: 
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llfllPi= llfll~~Pi~li*lj+~l’ (2.17) 
where l<p,,...,p,,q<co,anda=~,<~,<~~~<&<~,+,=barefixed. 
For decomposable monotone norms a weaker version of Result B holds in 
the context of best approximation by weak Chebyshev systems. This will be 
shown elsewhere. 
In the following section we derive the results for monotone norms in the 
class N(K) by a unified method independent of the particular form of the 
norm. For the LP-norms 1 <p < co, this method of proof applies to the class 
of TP kernels satisfying the assumptions of Corollary 2.2 which is wider 
than the class considered in [12]. 
3. EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PERFECT SPLINES OF 
MINIMUM MONOTONE NORM 
Let K E Crqo([a, b] x [c, d]), r > 0, be a TP kernel nondegenerate of order 
0 in y on (c, d) and of order r in x on (a, b) or [a, b], and let h E Lm [c, d] 
satisfy 
h>O on [c,d], measly 1 h(y) = 0) = 0. (3.1) 
For any y in the n simplex 
S” - S”[c, d] = {q ) c = q. < (7, < **. < tj, < q,+, = d} (3.2) 
we define the function 
h,(Y) = C-1 y’ W), yj<y<.Yj+lr j=03...Vn9 (3.3) 
and the corresponding perfect spline 
(3.4) 
The function 
F(Y) = KY, 7***9 Y,) = II 9J9 (3.5) 
for I]. I] a monotone norm, is a continuous function of y in S”, by the 
continuity of the norm I]. I] and by the continuous dependence of 4, on y in 
S”. The function F(y) can be extended continuously to the closure of S” 
S” = {tllcsals-*~srl”s4 (3.6) 
according to the following definition: 
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where z E Sk, k < n, and z, ,..., zk are those points among y, ,..., y, which are 
interior to [c, d] and appear with odd multiplicities. Hence there exists 
y * E S”, m < n, satisfying 
II#,*II G114,ll for all y E Sk, k & n. (3.8) 
In the following we restrict the discussion to monotone norms in the class 
)onlyify*ES”. N(K), and show that a point y* E S”, m < n, satisfied (3.8 
A new characterization of such y * is also given. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let c<z, ( . . . <z,,<d, and let a<r, < 
order r + 1 and satisfy 
drdetK (s:::::lt) >O. (3.9) 
Denote by v E K(z) the unique interpolant to 4, at f = (<, ,..., rk) 
v(‘i)(&) = #i’i)(&), Zi=max(uI<i-L,=&}, i= l,..., k. 
Then if k < n or if k = n and v # 0, there exisis a perfect spline QiY, y E S”, 
satisfying 
I #,(x>l G If&> - 4X)lT x E la, b], t&f oz. (3.10) 
Moreover in the following two cases: 
(i) K is ETP of degree r + 1 in x on [a, b], 
(ii) K is STP on (a, 6) x (c, d) and a < <, < ..a < &, < b, (3.10) holds 
with equality only at the zeros of 4, - v. 
ProoJ If k < n choose Ck+ I ,..., & such that 5 = (r, ,..., <,,) E S” [a, b] and 
dimension K[c] = n. This is possible by the nondegeneracy of K in x on 
(a, b). In case k = n, obviously < = t. By (3.9) 
= IIW,Y) - u,(~)ll,,, > 0, (3.11) 
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where u, is the unique function in K[t] interpolating K(x, .) at 
z= (z, ,..., z&. Hence there is equality in (3.11) if and only if K(x, .) E K[t]. 
Since K[t] is a weak Chebyshev system of dimension IZ, Result C guarantees 
the existence of y E S” such that 
U(Y) h,(Y) dY = 0, 24 E WI, (3.12) 
or equivalently the perfect spline & satisfies 
$:‘j’(ti)= :$JK(Si,Y)hy(.Y)dy=O. 
I 
i = l,..., n. (3.13) 
Obviously in case k < n, y # z. If k = n and v f 0, the uniqueness of the 
function v E K(z) interpolating 4, at < i ,..., r, implies that y # z, as u E 0 
interpolates #Y at 5. 
Furthermore, Result C implies that for any x E [a, b] the function 
u,* E K[c], interpolating K(x, a) E C(K[r]) at y, ,..., y,, satisfies 
(3.14) 
with equality if and only if K(x, .) E K[t], namely at the zeros of 4, - v. But 
by the definition of u,* and by (3.12) 
= leywI~ (3.15) 
which in view of (3.14) and (3.11) completes the proof of (3.10). 
In the special cases (i), (ii) u,* # U, whenever K(x, .) - U, & 0, since this 
function can have no more than its k zeros at z, while K(x, e) - u,* vanishes 
at y # z. Hence there is equality in (3.14) and therefore in (3.10) if and only 
if K(x, .) E K[V], namely at the zeros of 4. - v. I 
THEOREM 3.la (An improvement theorem for perfect splines). Let 
c<z, < -** < zk < d, k < n, be such that either k < n, or k = n and v s 0 is 
not a best approximation to 4, from K(z). Then there exists n points 
C<Y,< . . . < y, < d with the property 
ll4,ll < ll~zll (3.16) 
whenever K is TP and nondegenerate of order 1 in x on [a, b] and of order 0 
in y on (c, d] (or [c, d)) and the norm I[.\[ is in N(K). 
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ProoJ In case zero is not a best approximation to 4, from K(z), let v f 0 
be such a best approximation. Then 
(3.17) 
and v satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 since ]] . ]] E N(K). The case 
that zero is a best approximation to 4, from K(z) occurs only for k < n by 
the assumptions of the theorem. In this case let v denote a best approx- 
imation to 4, from the subspace K(z)U K(., d) (or K(z)UK(., c)) which is 
of dimension k + 1 < n. Necessarily v f 0, since /I. ]/ E N(K) and therefore 
$, - v has k + 1 zeros of order r + 1 in [a, b], while by Remark 2.2, 4, has 
at most k zeros of order r + 1 in [a, b]. Hence (3.17) holds for this v as well, 
and v satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Hence Lemma 3.1 guarantees 
the existence of points c < y, < ... < y, < d such that 
I ~,(x>l G I h(x) - ~(X>L XE [c&b]. 
By the monotonicity of the norm we finally obtain 
ll~,ll G lltk- VII < II4zII* 1 (3.18) 
The requirements on the nondegeneracy of K, involving the boundaries of the 
intervals, can be relaxed, if either the kernel or the norm have more structure. 
THEOREM 3.lb. The improvement result of Theorem 3.la is also valid in 
the following cases: 
(i) K is TP and nondegenerate of order 0 in x on (a, 6) and in y on 
(c, dj or [c, d), and the norm I(. I( is of Lp type. 
(ii) K is TP and nondegenerate of order 0 in x on (a, b) and in y on 
(c, d), and the norm 11. I/ is strictly monotone of Lp type. 
(iii) K is TP on [a, b] x (c, d) and the norm 11. IIE N(K) is strictly 
monotone. 
(iv) K is STP on (a, 6) x (c, d) and the norm )I. I( is of Lp type. 
(v) K is ETP of degree 2 in x on [a, b] x (c, d) and the norm II.)) is 
monotone. 
ProoJ The proof of case (i) is the same as the proof of Theorem 3. la. 
For all the rest of the cases the improvement result as expressed by (3.16) is 
due to a strict inequality in the first rather than the second inequality in 
(3.18). Let u be a best approximation to 4, from K(z). Then v satisfies the 
requirements of Lemma 3.1: in case (v) by Result B in cases (iii), (iv) by the 
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structure of the norm and in cases (ii) by the structure of the norm and by 
Lemma 2.2. For cases (iv), (v) Lemma 3.1 guarantees that 
I #,(x)1 G I h(x) - v(x)13 x E [a, bl 
with equality only at the zeros of 4, - U. Hence by Result A 
Ilcayll < Ilh- ull G II!kII* 
For cases (ii), (iii) the strict inequality above follows from (3.10) and the 
strict monotonicity of the norm. I 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1 and its proof we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Let $,, , y * E S”, m < n, be a perfect spline of minimum 
norm 
II (b,* II G II #y/It yESk, k<n. (3.19) 
Then under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 m = n, 
c<y; < a.1 <y,* Cd, (3.20) 
and 
(3.21) 
Moreover q$ has property (3.19) if and only if 
FESS, k<n. (3.22) 
Remark 3.1. An improvement theorem, as Theorem 3.1, can be obtained 
for positive perfect splines if v* in (3.17) is replaced by a best approximation 
v” E K(z) to $, from below. This result holds for monotone norms in the class 
Nt (K) defined as N(K) in Definition 2.5 but with regard to best approx- 
imation from below. Consequently, an analogous result to Theorem 3.2 for 
positive perfect splines holds, namely, any positive perfect spline of minimum 
norm (sY* corresponds to y* E S” and satisfies 
II #y* II Q II & - 24 IL uEK(y), #,-u>O, yESk, k<n, 
with equality only if u 3 0 and y E S”. 
Property (3.21) of perfect splines of minimum norm yields in the case of 
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the sup-norm the existence of exactly n + 1 points of alternation of q5,,,  a < 
xc) < *** <x,<b: 
4,*k> = (- 1)’ II f&* IL f i = O,..., n, (3.23) 
since u = 0 is the best approximation to #,,* from K(y*). Property (3.23) of 
&,. implies that u = 0 is also a best approximation in the sup-norm to dye 
from K(y) for all y E S”, m < n (see also [ 131). 
The results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for the LP-norms, 1 <p < 03, apply in 
view of Corollary 2.2 to all TP kernels which are nondegenerate of order 0 
in x and y on (a, 6) and (c, d), respectively. The rest of this section is 
concerned with such kernels and with the specific structure of perfect splines 
of minimum L:-norm, with g satisfying 
gELa(aa,b], &Y(x) 2 0, x E [a, b], ‘meas{x 1 g(x) = 0) = 0. (3.24) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let q$ for y* E S” satisfy 
M,*IIL,~ 119,llL, for any y E Sk[c, d], k < n. 
Then there exist n points a = .I$ < xf < .a. < xz+, = b such that 
wl#&>l= wIgAx)l~ x E [a, b] - {x:: ,..., x,*}, 
where 
g, f (xl = (- 1)’ g(x), xj*<x<x,++,, j=O ,..., n. 
Moreover, the perfect spline 
W.*.(Y> = i” WY Y> g,*(x) dx 
(I 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
satisfies 
sw[v+(y)l = w[h,O)l~ Y E [G d] - {yIxv,y,* 1, (3.29) 
IIWx*Il*,h=Il~y*lll.g~llWxlll,h~ xESk[a,b], k<n. (3.30) 
Proof: By Theorem 3.2, zero is the best approximation to 4,,. from K(y*) 
in the L:-norm. In view of Result C, there exist n points x* = (XT,..., x,*) E 
S”[a, b] with the property 
W, yi”) g,*(x) dx = 0, i = l,..., n, (3.31) 
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and & vanishes at these points, each being a simple zero. This proves 
(3.26). In terms of the perfect spline (3.28), relations (3.31) are 
V,*(Yi*> = 0, i = l,..., n. 
This together with Lemma 2.2 implies (3.29), and therefore 
II V/x*IL,* = p V,*(Y) h,*(Y) dY = jd j” WYY) g,*(x) h,*(Y) h dY* (3.32) 
c c (I 
Similarly, by (3.26) 
Thus I/vx*Ill,h = Il~y’Ill,g’ To complete the proof of (3.30) we use the 
symmetry between the two problems: 
By the first part of (3.30) applied to the second problem, 
IIV/~*lll,h= iE~~b~IIW1ll,h=ll~ll*ll~,~l tl* E Sfl[C, 4, 
mSn 
and therefore 
implying the second part of (3.30). 1 
In [2] it is proved that (3.21) for the Li-norm is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for (3.25) and that the point y* E S*[c, d] is unique for special 
choices of K, g, h. 
The case K(x, y) = K(y, x), ]c, d] = [a, b], and g(x) = h(x) has a specific 
self-dual structure: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let K(x, y) = K(y, x) on [a, 61’ and let 
hEL”O[a,b], h >, 0, meas{x I h(x) = 0) = 0. (3.34) 
Then for any perfect spline q$ = ji K(., y) h,,(y) dy of minimum Li-norm the 
set of knots y * coincides with the set of zeros: 
w K&Y) h,*(y) dy 1 = wIhy4415 x E [a, b] -{Yf,...,Y,*). (3.35) 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3 and the symmetry of K(x,y), there exists 
x* E S”[a, b] such that 
sgn Wd9 h,W & = siznMx)l~ 1 x E [a, b] -(xf,..., x,*)3 (3.36) 
w Gw) MY) & = w&W9 1 
x E [a, b] - {Jq,...,Yn*]. 
(3.37) 
We shall prove that x * = y *. Assume to the contrary that x * # y *, and 
introduce the bilinear form 
[ .L e] = i” lb WY YMX) 4 y) dx dy. 
(1 a 
(3.38) 
This bilinear form is a semi-inner product since K(x, y) is symmetric and TP, 
and therefore the Schwarz inequality holds, 
[.A e12G Mflk3 4. (3.39) 
On the other hand, by (3.36), (3.37), and the assumption x* # y., 
1” [j-” K&y) h,*(y) dy ] k.(x) dx > 1” [j” W-GY) $0) &] M+k 
(1 (I a a 
K(x,y) k:(y) & 
1 
h,.(x) dx > 1” [lb W-GY) k&9dy] k*(x) dx, 
a a 
which in terms of the semi-inner product (3.38) become 
[hy*, &*I > [hy*, hy*l, [h,* 1 h,* ] > [h,* 3 h,*], 
in contradiction to (3.39). Therefore x* = y* and the proof of the theorem 
is completed. 1 
The result in Theorem 3.4 is of central importance in the derivation of 
existence and characterization of perfect splines of minimum norm for norms 
induced by inner products. 
Remark 3.2. The results of this section can be extended to perfect 
splines of the more general form 
rtl 
K(X, Y> h,(y) dY + s ajKj(X, c) a E Rrf2, (3.40) 
j=O 
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with Kj(x, y) = ($/a-#) K(x, y), under the assumptions that Kr+,(-, c) E 
C[a, b] and {Kj(x, c), j = 0 ,..., r + 1 } UK(y) is of dimension n + r + 2 for 
any y E S”. This from with K(x, y) = (x - y):’ ‘, h = 1, c = 0, corresponds 
to the classical algebraic perfect splines 
r+ I r+2 
\’ qxi + ~ 
gl (:+ 2) 
+ 2 ;- (-I)! (x-xi)k+2 
,e, (r+2) . 
(3.41) 
The minimal perfect spline of form (3.40) can be characterized by an 
improvement theorem as Theorem 3.1. This requires two simple 
modifications in the proof of Theorem 3.1: 
(a) The weak Chebyshev system K(z) is replaced by the weak 
Chebyshev system 
K(c U z) E {K(x, zi), i = l,..., k, Kj(x, c), j = 0 ,..., r + 1 }. (3.42) 
(b) If t E Sk+r+2 [a, b] is the vector of zeroes of 4, - u*, then in 
Lemma 3.1 y E S”[c, d] are the canonical points of Result C for the weak 
Chebyshev space of dimension n, consisting of those functions in K[t 1, 
e E sn+r+2 [a, b] (5 cc), which have a zero of multiplicity r t 2 in c. 
4. PERFECT SPLINES OF MINIMUM NORM FOR 
NORMS INDUCED BY INNER PRODUCTS 
For a given inner product ( , ), real or complex, defined on functions with 
domain D,, we consider perfect splines of minimum norm for the norm 
Ilfll’ = w->* (4.1) 
These perfect splines are related to perfect splines of minimum Li-norm if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) K(z, y) is defined on a domain D, x D,, where D, contains a real 
interval [a, b]. 
(ii) Any perfect spline 
4,(z) = r’ KG, Y> h,W 4~ yESk, k<n, 
with h satisfying (3.34), has a finite norm. 
(iii) The kernel 
G(x, Y> = (KC., x), KC.2 Y)) (4.3) 
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is real, continuous, totally positive on [a, b12, and nondegenerate of order 0 
in x and in y on (a, b)*. 
Under these assumptions 
G(x, Y> = WY, x>, &YE [Gb], (4.4) 
(4,, KC-2 x)> = j* G(x, Y) h,W 4~ = cp,W, (4.5) 
a 
(!I$, 9,) = j” cp,(x) h,(x) & (4.6) 
a 
An example of kernels K and inner products ( , ) satisfying assumptions 
(i)-(iii) is furnished by the complex-valued kernels (1 - zr>- ‘, (1 - z[))* 
defined on )z) < 1, ) [I < 1, and the corresponding inner products ] 14): 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u(z) = xf-, a,K(z,y,), y E Sk[a, b], k < n, be a best 
approximation to q$, in the norm (4.1) from K(y). Then 
/I Qiy - t a,K(*,Yi) 
2 
II II = (p,(X) - 2 UiG(X, yi) . (4.7) i= I i=l I.h 
ProoJ As a best approximation from a finite-dimensional subspace in an 
inner-product norm, u satisfies the normal equations 
- i aiK(., Yi), K(*, Vj) = 0, j = l,..., k, (4.8) 
i=l 
which in view of (4.3)-(4.5) become 
Py(Vj)- i aiG(Yj,Yi)=O, j = l,..., k. (4.9) 
i=l 
Hence by Lemma 2.2 
sgn V,(X) - 5 aiG(x,Yi) =sgn[hy(x)l~ 1 XE [a, b] - {Y,,-,Yk/- i=I (4.10) 
Combining (4.8) with (4.10) and recalling (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain 
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b 
= I[ a P,(X)- i UiG(x,Yi)]h,(x)dX= ll~,;aiC(.~Yi)II~,b. fl i=l 
In the following, S” E S”[u, b]. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 
4.1 we obtain 
LEMMA 4.2. Let IQ,.+, y * E S”, satisfy 
ll(Py*Ill,h G II~pylll,h3 YES~, k<n. (4.11) 
Then 
11~,11’~ IICo,*IlI,h = I/4y*l12~ YES~, k<n. (4.12) 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.2, for y E Sk, k < n, 
11~,ll’~ II&- 412 = /Ivy- 4ll.h 2 II(4y’IIl.h~ 
where u is the best approximation to $Y from K(y), and u = (u(z), 
K(z, .)) E G(y). To complete the proof we show that IIvY* Il,,h = I]#,* II*. By 
Theorem 3.4 applied to the kernel G(x, y) 
smb&)l = w~h&)l~ x E [a, b] - {Y:,-..,Y,*J, 
and therefore in view of (4.6) 
Lemma 4.2 implies the existence of $,* with y * E S” such that 
II #y* II G II $yll9 yESk, k<n. 
The proof of the equivalence between the two problems 
2; IMII; yjg IIc&l 
k6n k<n 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
is completed in 
LEMMA 4.3. Let q$ with y* E S”, m < n, satisfy (4.13). Then m = n 
and fpy* sutsiJies (4.11). 
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Proof: Let u be the best approximation to $Ye from K(y*), and let 
u = (u(z), K(z, .)). Then by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 
II’p,*I12 > IM,* - 412 = II Vy’ - 4,h > lI~q4I.h =ll$q*l12~ (4.15) 
where o,,, is a perfect spline of minimum LA-norm. Recalling definition 
(4.13) of $$*, we conclude from (4.15) that I]#,,* ]( =]I$,,, ]( and that zero is a 
best approximation to #Y* from K(y *). Hence ‘(4.15) becomes 
lI4,*ll’= IIVly*/ll.h = II~q*lII,h~ 
which ocompletes the proof of the lemma, in view of Theorem 3.2 applied to 
the second problem in (4.14). I 
Combining the results obtained in the lemmas we have 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists y” E S” such that 
IM,*II G Il4J~ yESk, k,<n. (4.16) 
A perfect spline #,,* satisJes (4.16) if and only ify * E S” and 
IP,*ll < #y- f II 
aiK(‘,Yi) 3 
i=l II 
k 
y E Sk, x af>O, k<n. 
i-l 
In particular, zero is the unique best approximation to 4,. from K(y * >. 
Moreover, & satisfies (4.16) if and only if CJI,. is a perfect spline of 
minimum LL-norm, and II&II’ = II~,-I/,,h. 
For the case h = 1 and G(x, y) = G(x - y), uniqueness of the perfect spline 
of minimum Li-norm is proved in [2]. From the equivalence between the 
problems (4.14), uniqueness of the perfect spline of minimum norm for 
norms of form (4.1) follows for a certain class of kernels K(x, y) [2 ]. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO APPROXIMATION OF 
BIVARIATE FUNCTIONS AND TO n-WIDTHS 
The knots y: ,..., y,* and zeros x: ,..., x,* of the perfect spline of minimum 
norm play an important role in certain best approximation problems of TP 
kernels and in n-width problems related to these kernels. This is done in [ 12 ] 
for the LP-norms, and in [ 111 for the sup-norm. Here we derive analogous 
results for monotone norms in the class N(K), and for norms induced by 
inner products using similar ideas as in [ 121. Two results play a central role 
in these derivations. 
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THE HOBBY-RICE THEOREM [3]. Let u,,...,u, EL’(a,bj and let 
h E Loo[a, b] satisfy (3.34). Then there exists x E Y[a, b], m ,< n, such that 
i 
b 
q(x) h,(x) dx = 0, i = l,..., n. (5.1) a 
THE BERNSTEIN COMPARISON THEOREM. Let U= {u,,...,u~~ c C[a,bj 
be a weak Chebyshev system, and let (f f g) E C + (U). Then 
(5.2) 
for any monotone norm jl.11. 
This theorem was proved by Bernstein for polynomials and the sup-norm 
(I]. It was extended to monotone norms in [ 71 and to weak Chebyshev 
systems in [ 131. 
As a by-product from the proof of this theorem we obtain (] 7, 13 ]) 
RESULT D. Let UC C’[a, b] andf, g E C’(a, b] satisfy the condtions as 
above, and let x = (a <x, < .-.<x,<b)beoforderr+lsuchthat 
det (z::::::E:) > 0. (5.3) 
Then for any monotone norm II - II 
llf - I,f II a II g - 1, gll, (5.4) 
where I, is the operator of interpolation at x by functions from U. 
For the special situation of perfect splines and monotone norms the last 
two results imply 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let KEC’([a,b]x[c,d]) be TP, let hEL”[c,d] 
satisfy (3.1), and let 4, for y E Sn[c, d] be defined by (3.4). Then for any 
function of the form 
0=j-~K(&Wdy~ lo(~)I < h(y), c <y < 4 0 E Look, 4, (5.5) 
we have 
inf ll#y-ull> inf I[#-ull, 
Uar(Y) UEK(Y) 
(5.6) 
Il~,-~*~,ll~lI~-~~~II~ (5.7) 
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where I, is the interpolation operator by funtions from K(y) at a set of points 
x=(a<x,< . ..<x.<b)oforderr+lsuchthat 
detK (“,::::::i:) > 0. (5.8) 
Proof. It is enough to observe that (-l)“#, f 4 E C’(K(y)). This follows 
from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that h,(y) f a(y) alternates sign weakly at 
Y 1 ,*.*, Y, * I 
For forms induced by inner products, the relation, revealed in Lemma 4.1, 
to approximation in the Lk-norm yields 
LEMMA 5.1. Under the assumptions of Section 4, 
for any y E S” and any 
4 = lb K(.,Y)~Y) dy, lo(y)I<h(y>, a<y<b, oEL”[a,b]. (5.10) 
-0 
ProoJ: By Lemma 4.1 if u = C;=, a,K(., yi) is the best approximation to 
d,, from K(y), then 
(4, -u, 4y - u> = llvy - 4l,h, Vy(Yj) = u(Y.j), j = I,..., n, (5.11) 
where V,(X) = .fi %Y> h,(y) dy, u(x) = CY=, aiG(x, Vi>, and G(x, Y) = 
G(y, x) is TP on [a, b]*. 
On the other hand, the best approximation u” = Cl=, b,K(., yi) to 4 from 
K(y) satisfies the normal equations (4 - u^, K(., y,)) = 0, i = l,..., n which are 
equivalent to 
rP(Yi> - v^(Yi> = O, i = l,...,n, 
where v, = ji G( ., y) a(y) dy and v^ = Cy=, bi G(., y,). Moreover, 
(5.12) 
((-u^.)-u^)=(~-~,,)=~“(yl-v^)ody~~Ja,-6~~,.,. (5.13) 
a 
Applying Corollary 5.1 to the TP kernel G(x, y), the LA-norm, and the 
perfect spline cp,, we conclude from (5.1 l), (5.12), (5.7), and (5.13) that 
~~-u^~~-U^~~II~--ll~,~~llu),-~ll*,~=(9,-~,~,-U>, (5.14) 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
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Another important result for certain n-width problems is 
RESULT E [ 121. Let X be a space offunctions defined on [a, b], normed 
with a strictly convex norm /I *II. Zf q$ = ,l”EK(., y) h,(y) dy E X for all 
y E S”[c, d], then for any subspace of X of dimension n, X,, there exists 
q E S”[c, d] such that 
5.1. Best Approximation of Bivariate TP Functions 
The first theorem deals with best approximation of bivariate functions in 
C( [a, b] x [c, d]) by tensor-product functions from X @ Lk [ c, d ] in the 
tensor-product norm, where X is a linear space of functions defined on [a, b], 
normed with a monotone norm. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K(x, y) E Crqo([a, b] x [c, d]), h E L” Ic, d], and a 
monotone norm II.II satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Then a best 
approximation to K(x, y) by functions of the form Cy=, ui(x) v,(y) E X 0 
Li[c, d] in the norm 
lllflll= i/I ,d If t.2 v)l 0) 4 /I (5.15) 
is given by 
+ + cijK(x,+, y) . K(x, yj*) 
,e, ,T, 
E K(x, y) - 
L ( 
det K ~,~~:::::~~ )/det K ctg:::::zj j 1, (5*16) 
where c<yF <... <y,* cd and a<xT<... <x,* < b are the knots and 
zeros of a perfect spline of minimum norm II * 11. 
Proof: Given a function of the form Cr=l UiUi E X@ L:[c, d], we obtain 
K(x, Y) - 5 Ui(X) Vi(Y) h(Y) dY 
i=l 
> K(x,Y) - ’ ui(x) vi(Y) 
iY1 1 I 
h,(Y) dY 
= I9&>L xE la,bl, 
where h,, q E R”‘[c, d], m < n, is an orthogonal function to v, ,..., u, 
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guaranteed by the Hobby-Rice Theorem. Hence by the monotonicity of the 
norm )I.11 and by the definition of y* and x*, 
//I K(x9Y)- 5 ui(x) vi(Y) i=l Ill 
The rest of this section is devoted to various aspects of n-widths. 
5.2. On n-Widths Related to Monotone Norms 
We assume in this subsection that K, h, and the monotone norm /I. I/ 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and we consider the class of 
functions 
K,= 
For this class we investigate two n-width problems; one related to the 
collection of functions 
K{(c,d)}=(K(.,y)lyE(c,d)J (5.18) 
and the other related to all the functions in a space of functions X, 
X =) K{(c, d)}, normed with the monotone norm Il./I. 
The Kolmogorov n-width for this setup is 
where Y is either K{(c, d)} or X, and X, is a space of dimension n spanned 
by n functions from Y. A space X, attaining the infimum is called optimal. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we obtain only the weaker n-width 
d,(Kh, K{(c, d)}, 11. II). The result follows from property (3.22) of perfect 
splines of minimum norm, which is stronger than property (3.19) of 
minimality. If it is further assumed that the norm 11. II is strictly convex, then 
d,(K,, X, II e II) can be obtained using only property (3.19) and Result E, as is 
done in [ 121 for the LP-norms. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let K, h, and 1) *II satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, 
and let &be a perfect spline of minimum norm. Then 
~,~~,~~i~~~~~~~II~lI~=II~y~II (5.20) 
and the space K(y *) is optimal. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.1 
SUP inf II4 - UII = ,$$,, II@,- 4 y E S”, (5.21) rnEK* UEK(Y) 
while by (3.22) of Theorem 3.2 
inf UEK(Y) 119, - ull > II$,*II = J$,, lMye - 4. (5.22) 
Combining (5.21) with (5.22), we obtain (5.20) and the optimality of 
WY*). 1 
THEOREM 5.3. Let K, h, 11.11, and dye be as in Theorem 5.2. If the norm 
II . II is strictly convex, then 
~,~~,~~~lI~II~=II~,~lI (5.23) 
and the space K(y*) is optimal. 
Proof. Given X, cX, there esists by Result E, y E S”, m < n, such that 
,‘,“xf IMy- UII = ll4,ll. (5.24) ” 
Hence 
w* ,‘E”, II9 - UII 2 lMYll~ (5.25) n 
while by (3.19), (3.21), and Corollary 5.1 
SUP inf II4 - ull < ,EiK:f,*, II$,* - ull = II4,*II G 11~,11~ (5.26) 
rnEKh UEK(Y’) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
The conditions of the last theorem hold, in addition to the L,-norms, 
1 < p < 00, also for norms of form (2.17) with 1 < pO ,..., p,, q < co and for 
K E C’*“([a, b] x [c, d]), TP, and nondegenerate of order 1 in x on [a, b] 
and of order 0 in y on (c, d). 
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The Gelfand n-width for the class K,, the norm (1. (I, and a set of linear 
functionals F defined on K{(c, d)) is defined as 
d”(K,, , F, II.II) = inf 
L”Er.9 ,EiyL; “#“* 
(5.27) 
A space L,i= {fiZJ=O, liEL,, i= l,..., n) attaining the infimum is called 
optimal. 
The Gelfand n-width is obtained under the more general situations of 
Theorem 5.2 without any further restrictions on the norm. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let K, h, and II.II satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 
3.1, and let F be a set of linear functionals defined on K{ (c, d)} and 
containing L,, = {l,;, i= l,..., r~jl~;f=f(~)(x~),j= 1 -sgn(xT-XT-,)}, with 
a<xr< . .. < x,* < b the set of zeros of order 2 of a perfect spline of 
minimum norm & . Then 
d”(K,,, F, II . II> = II&/I~ (5.28) 
and the space L 1. = {f 1 lXr f = 0, i = l,..., n } is optimal. 
Proof For any L, E F”, define U, = (ZK(.,y) 11 EL,}. Then by the 
Hobby-Rice theorem there exists y E S”, m < n, such that 
I 
d 
U(Y) h,(y) dy = 0, UE u,, (5.29) c 
or equivalently tiY E Li . Hence 
(5.30) 
while by (5.7) of Corollary 5.1 
where I,, is the interpolation operator from K(y*) at the points 
a<xf< a+. < x$ < b. Combining (5.30) with (5.3 1) we obtain (5.28) and 
the optimality of L:, . I 
5.3. On n-Widths Related to Norms Induced by Inner Products 
Similar results to the above can be obtained for norms induced by inner 
products, in view of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1. For the Kolmogorov n- 
width we have 
THEOREM 5.5. Let K, the inner product ( , ), and h satisfy the 
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assumptions of Section 4, let & be minimal, and let X be an inner-product 
space with respect to ( , ) containing the set K{ (c, d)}. Then for K, = (4 1 o = 
.fi W,Y) 4~) dy, I@Y>I <h(y), Y E Ia, bl, 0 E Loo[a, bl I we hue 
d,(K,,, X ( , )1’2) = (4,*, #y-)“2, 
and the space K(y *) is optimal. 
(5.32) 
Proof. Since the norm (Jf)“’ is strictly convex, it follows from 
Result E that for X, c X there exists dY, y E S”[a, b], such that 
(5.33) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 
which together with (5.33) completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
The Gelfand n-width for this setup is obtained similarly to that for 
monotone norms. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let K, the inner product ( , ), h, X, and oYe be as in 
Theorem 5.5, and let FE X* be the set of all linear functionals in X* 
mapping (K(., y) ] y E [a, b]} into the reals. Then 
d”(K,, F, ( 3 >“*I = (#,v 4y*)“2 
and the space K(y *)I E (f 1 (f, g) = 0, g E K(y *)} is optimal. 
(5.35) 
ProoJ: For L, E F” the functions U,, = {fK(., y) 11 EL,} are real on 
[a, b]. Hence there exists by the Hobby-Rice theorem y E Sm[a, 6) such that 
h, is orthogonal to U,, or equivalently & E Lf,. Applying Theorem 4.1, we 
conclude that 
Now by assumption (iii) of Section 4, the set of linear functionals { 1( f ) = 
CL K(., Y)> I Y E Ia7 bl I is in F, while for 4 E K, n K(y *)I it follows from 
Lemma 5.1 that 
@y* 3 #y*> = sup 
9EKhmuY’)l 
(43 417 (5.37) 
since the best approximation from K(y*) to any f E K(y*)’ is zero. The 
claim of the theorem follows from (5.36) and (5.37). 1 
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5.4. On n-Widths Related to Li-norms for Classes DeJined by Monotone 
Norms 
More n-widths results can be obtained from the duality between perfect 
splines of minimum monotone norms and best approximations in the L ‘- 
norm which is revealed in the proof of Lemma 3.1. These results deal with 
classes of the form 
K,= K(x,y)gTy)dyIg~X,Ilgll~ 1 (5.38) 
where Xc L’[c, d] is a linear space normed with the monotone norm II.11 
and with n-widths of Kolmogorov and Gelfand type related to LL-norms. 
The class K, in Subsection 5.2 can be viewed according to (5.38) as K, 
with X the space Lm[c, d] normed with the monotone norm l/f\/ E SUP,~,<~ 
If(x)/h(x)l. Thus there is an overlap between the results there and those 
obtained hereafter. 
In order to obtain these results, a dual norm to the monotone 
has to be introduced. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let X be a linear space of functions defined 
normed with a monotone norm 11. I). Zf C[c, d] c X c L ’ [c, d] and 
fEX=4flWg)EX for any g E Clc, 4, 
then the norm 
IllgIll = gxp ijdfbMM / 
IVII=l c 
norm II4 
on [c, d], 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
is monotone on C[c, d]. 
Proof: For U, u E C[c, d] such that lu(y)l< Iv(y)/, YE [c, d], and for 
fE x3 Ilf II = 1, 
I~YI If (y)l dy G ld I ~Y)I If (YI b c 
Ii d = 4~) If WI sM4-9) & . c 
Now by (5.39), If I sgn(u) E X and by the monotonicity of the norm, 
II If I w(u)ll = IIS II = 1. Thus 
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sup 
If fEX c 
f(Y) U(Y) dY G gxp 
I 1 
jdf(Y) O(Y) dY (3 
ilnl= 1 llfll=’ c 
and the norm (5.40) is monotone. 1 
In the following we assume that X and the monotone norm in (5.38) 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.2. Furthermore, we assume that the dual 
norm I](. I() defined by (5.40) is in N(KT), where KT(x, y) = K(y, x) is defined 
on [c, d] x [a, b] and satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. All these 
assumptions are satisfied by the Lp-norms and the corresponding space 
LP[c,d], 1 <p< co, (p= co), and by kernels K which are TP on 
[a, b] x [c, d] and nondegenerate of order 0 in x on (a, b) and in y on (c, d) 
([c, d) or (c, d]). Also the norms of form (2.17), 
llfll = [? llfll:,]IA( 
i=O 
Ilfll,, = IIsIILJJi,vi.qi+,,’ (5.41) 
and their corresponding spaces 
*= {f I flbJ,+,l E L”[qi, vi+ 11, i = O,..., m} 
with 1 &p. ,..., pm < co, 1 < q < co, and c = q. < ... < 9, + , = d, satisfy the 
above assumptions, since the dual norms for these norms are [4] 
III glll = [f IMi yrv Ilflls, = Ilfllr~Y~i.~i, ,, (5.42) 
i=o 
with r-’ +q-‘= 1 andp;’ +sr’= 1, i= l,..., m. 
The norms (5.42) are in N(KT) for kernels K(x, y) in C’.‘([a, b] X [c, d]) 
which are TP and nondegenerate of order 0 in x on (a, 6) (or [a, b]) and of 
order 1 in y on [c, d]. 
Under the above assumptions on K, x, and the norm I] . I], the Kolmogorov 
n-width is obtained for the space LA. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let h E L”[u, b] satisfy (3.34), let X and the norms 1). (I 
and 111. I() be us in Lemma 5.2, and let KT and (II - )I[ satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.1. Then 
~,~~x~~~~ll~ll,,~~=llI~~~IIl~ (5.43) 
where v’p = 1: K(x, -) hC,(x)dx, 5* E S”[u, b], is a perfect spline of 
minimum norm ~~~~~~~. An optimal space for (5.45) is the subspuce K(q*), 
wherec<q:<-.- < qz < d are the zeros of wv. 
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Proo$ For a given X,, c Li , let h,, x E S”, m < n, be an orthogonal 
function to X,, guaranteed by the Hobby-Rice theorem. Then for 4 E K,Y 
b d 
= ID W, Y).!-(Y) h,(x) dx dy a c 
where v/, = I”, K(x, .) h,(x) dx. 
We complete the proof by demonstrating that 
(5.44) 
Let d = ji K(-, y)f(y) dy E K, and let 
Z= /CJ Ilc$x)l=h(x),xE(o,b), juodx=O.uEK(q*)[. 
By the dual characterization of best approximations, 
[K(x,Y) 4x> dxlf(y) dv 3 (5.45) 
while by the definition of C, any function of the form w = {“, K(x, -) G(X) dx 
with u E C vanishes at c < ?I: < .a. < qf <d. Hence by (5.7) of Corollary 
5.1 and definition (5.40) of the dual norm, 
for any u E C and fE X, [IfI/ = 1. Therefore 
which together with (5.45) proves (5.44). 1 
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For the setup of the last theorem, we can obtain the Gelfand n-width not 
for F = C* [a, b] but only for the set of linear functionals 
L{(a,b)] = {IE c*[a,b] I q./-)=f(x),xE (Gb)}. (5.46) 
This result is derived from the stronger property (3.22) of perfect splines of 
minimum norm as is the case for the Kolmogorov n-width of subsection 5.2. 
If we assume further that Result E holds for the dual norm (/]a (//, then the 
Gelfand n-width for C* [a, b] is obtained from the minimality of the perfect 
spline v~*. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let K, h, X, the norms // - // and /I/ -(I/, and vr be as in 
Theorem 5.1. Then 
d”(Kx, L{(a, b)L II * lIl,h) = Ill v/~IlL 
with an optimal space 
(5.47) 
Li* = (flf(<T) = 0, i = l,..., n). (5.48) 
Proof: For x E S” [a, b] let 
Li= (gIg(x,)=O, i= l,...,n} 
and 
Mx= f-wll~ 17 i i 
df(~) u(y) dy = 0, u E K[xl . c i 
Now 4 E K,n L: if kd only if 4 = jdK(e, y)f(y) dy with f E M,, and 
therefore c 
where the last equality is the standard dual characterization of best approx- 
imations. Thus by (3.22) of Theorem 3.2 
,ETxtLI II 4 III ,h > ,&f., Ill w, - u Ill > Ill WC* III. (5.49) 
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To obtain the upper bound ))) vr. 111 for the space Lh, observe that by 
Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 5.1 
for any w = I”, K(x, .) a(x) dx with la(x)1 < h(x), x E [a, b]. 
I u(x)1 = h(x), x E [a, bl, 
Hence for any 
111 v/y Ill> 2~~ ( j” [ jd W, Y)~(Y) dy ] u(x) dx 
a c 
and therefore 
Theorem 5.7, and let the dual norm ~~~~~~~ be stkctly ckwex. Then‘ 
d”Wx, c*[%bl, it d,,h) = bi’d// 
and the optimal space is Li* (defined in (5.48)). 
Proof. For L, E (C*[a, b])” define U, = {lK(.,y) ( IE L,} and 
M, = 
I 
.fE X 1 Ml < 1, jdf(y) u(y) dy = 0, u E u,, . c I 
By Result E there exists x E S”[n, b] such that 
Ill wxlll = ,‘,“,f Ill vx - u Ill* n 
Thus we obtain 
,,“,“,p,,; lld1,h =sE”Mp, (lIK(x,y)f(y)dyll,.h 
K(x,YMJJ) dy k(x) dx 
I I 
= ,‘,“uf Ill v//x - ulll 
n 
= Ill wxlll z Ill Ye* 111~ 
(5.50) 
(5.5 1) 
(5.52) 
where the last equalities are concluded from the dual characterization of best 
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approximations and from (5.5 l)-(5.52). The optimality of L i* follows from 
the last theorem. 1 
The norms (5.41) with 1 < q,p,,,...,p,,, < 03 and their dual norms (5.42) 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.9 for K E C’*‘([a, b] x [c, d]) which is 
TP and nondegenerate of order 0 in x on (a, b) and of order 1 in y on [c, d]. 
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